I have experienced youth violence. By seeing people kick a homeless man in the streets only for fun. And see people get beat up in school outside of school, my neighborhood, and every other place I go to.

Violence have affected my life by making me pick the 81st choice and not picking the wrong choice. Another way violence affected my life is by watching things happen in the 81st like some shooting that could happen to me or my family.

Some cause of youth violence is by hanging with the wrong people. Another example is not trusting people not making the 81st choice to help you choose. A third example of violence is by not making the 81st choice only because it’s going to be better than the other choice.

One last thing is looking at your family and friend’s different ways of being with a person who sells you drugs like marijuana. Hanging with the wrong person and getting kill.
Something is I can do about youth violence is make the right choice. Read things about what happen when you make the wrong choice and change the wrong to good. Read experience what you saw what happen to a person in the streets. Or when you hear something wrong happen so to a safe place for some time. Choose friend wisely that you know you can trust. Talk to a trusted adult so you know what to do when you see the person that is doing something wrong.

Some of things I experience about youth violence is observing by seeing people kick a homeless man in the streets only for fun. And people get beat up in school, out of school, my neighborhood, and every other place I go to. Some solution to stop violence is make the right choice to hang with the good people who you trust like your friends and family. Another solution is talk to someone about what is going on in your life.
Some changes are to make it better our home. Good life with no problems.